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Forward: a Very Brief (and

Little Researched) History,

and About the Map.

Duluth is built on what was, billions of years ago, the Superior Craton,

one of the “foundations” of the North American continent. Interactions with

other cratons resulted in the formation of the Canadian Shield, a large

formation of rock in North America, featuring, at about 4 billion years old,

some of the oldest naturally exposed rock on Earth. The North Shore

Highlands are at the southern end of the Canadian Shield.

Throughout prehistory a series of ice ages further shaped the

highlands and the basin now filled by Lake Superior. At the end of the last

ice age, this area, as well as northern Minnesota and Wisconsin, was made

lively by boreal forests called the North Woods.

The earliest known peoples to inhabit what are now the Twin Ports

were the Dakota, the largest tribe of the Sioux Nation, which covered much

of what is now Minnesota (which, incidentally, comes from the Dakota

“mnisota,” meaning “sky-colored water”). The Ojibwe, migrating west from

their homeland near the St. Lawrence River, reached the Dakota in the

mid-17th century and engaged in a long war over northern Minnesota

against them. During this war the first European landed at the head of Lake

Superior; this was the French Sieur Daniel Greysolon du Luht, who, with

representatives of the Ojibwe, traveled across the Great Lakes from

Montreal in the early 18th century as an attempt to reach a peace deal

between the rival tribes. This trip was unsuccessful, and the war continued

until the mid-late 18th century, when the Ojibwe succeeded in pushing the

Dakota south. At this point the English Northwest Trading Company took to

establishing forts and trade routes in the area, one in what is now the Duluth

neighborhood of Fond du Lac. In the early 19th century the American

Trading Company took control of the area, razing the NWCo fort and building

a new one in what is now Cloquet.

US settlement of the area began in the early 19th century. Originally

Duluth was a series of small towns that are now neighborhoods of the city,
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industries at this natal time being farming, fishing, and logging. It was

sometime in the mid 19th century that Jay Cooke built the LS&amp;M railroad,

which connected the early towns to the also-fledgling Minneapolis. At around

this time, near the admitting of Minnesota to the Union in 1859, many of the

central communities merged to form Duluth.

At around the mid-late 19th century, with the discovery of great

quantities of iron in the northeastern Minnesota, Duluth entered an age of

prosperity, as well as a surge in immigrants, most coming from Scandinavia.

At the turn of the century is was a bustling industrial city that was believed

to soon rival Chicago and featured a great quantity of ornate architecture

that has since been lost to time. At its height in the 1910s-20s Duluth was

dubbed by many to be the “Zenith City,” at the top of the world, and was a

significant center of industry and culture, adjacent Superior also reaching its

height.

The Twin Ports started to fall in the mid-20th century with economic

crises, and, in the 1970s-early 80s, was considered by some to go the way

of Detroit. Duluth saw a renaissance starting in the late 20th century with

the revival of former industrial areas such as Canal Park and the nearby

shore, as well as the extension of I-35 from Minneapolis and the addition of

more green space. As of 2017, Duluth is a prosperous city thriving off of

tourism for the most part. However, although it has been (and is being)

revived, it is still a fraction of its former glory. Superior is also doing

somewhat well, and the two cities maintain a healthy rivalry. As of 2016,

Duluth had a population of over 86,000, making it the third largest city in

Minnesota; Superior, meanwhile, had a 2016 population of over 26,000.

This map, made with Google Maps and Paint.net, is drawn as if the

American Truck Simulator (ATS) map was rendered in 1:1 scale. Since an

actual in-game version will be smaller, some roads and locations will of

course be left out. Shown here are possibilities for job sites, landmarks, and

more. The reader will notice that some job sites, specifically construction

projects, cannot coexist, since in real life they were active over different

time frames; however, liberties have to be taken. Most of the roads shown

here are indeed truck routes, as marked by the respective departments of

transportation.

The map: https://i.imgur.com/pRo8sa5.png
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Chapter 1: Key

Section 1.1: Job Sites, Dealerships, and Garages

All of these locations are only potential. It is perfectly understandable

if this many cannot be rendered in this space in-game, or if other locations

not listed here are chosen.

A: Company: Bitumen.

Preset: Large road work site (like what is seen just west of Tucson

in-game; no AI thru-traffic)

Real-world counterpart: Highway 210 Reconstruction. This renovation of

the highway followed the destructive flood of 2012, and was completed in

the fall of 2017. For this and all other road work sites Sidump’r trailers

are a must for ATS.

B: Coastline Mining.

Small quarry (new preset, a small, simple quarry dug into a hill/mountain

with no permanent structures).

Unidentified quarry near Ely’s Peak, around 12398 Becks Rd.

C: Foundry, machinery factory (new company).

Medium foundry/machinery factory (preset).

ME Elecmetal.

D: Global Mills.

Small food factory/supplier (new preset).

Tate &amp; Lyle.

E: 42 Print.

Small warehouse (new preset).

Superior Packaging Company. Not a printing company, but would accept

and provide similar cargo types. Perhaps a new in-game company is in

order?

F: Paper company (new company).
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Large paper mill (new preset).

Verso Duluth.

G: Eddy’s/Tidbit.

Large supermarket (new preset).

West Duluth Super One.

H: Menards parody (new company; Menards has over 300 locations in the

US, most of them in the midwest; this company would be introduced with

Wyoming, the western-most state with Menards stores).

Large warehouse store.

Menards.

I: Plaster and Sons.

Small warehouse (new preset).

Viking Electric Supply.

J: Sell Goods/Walbert.

Warehouse/distributor.

Bernick’s (vending machine supplier).

K: Plaster and Sons.

Warehouse.

Brock White Construction Materials.

L: Global Mills.

Large food warehouse (new preset).

Miners Distribution Center.

M: Coastline Mining.

Ore storage and shipping (new preset).

Hallett Dock.

N: International dealership (hopefully we can have International trucks by

this point, if not then Kenworth could work here, since there is already a

Peterbilt dealership in Superior).

Maney International.

O: US Postal Service parody (new company).
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Large warehouse (new preset).

USPS.

P: Potential garage.

ABF Freight.

Q: Voltison Motors.

Car dealership.

Kia of Duluth.

R: HMS Machinery.

Medium construction equipment supplier (new preset).

Ziegler CAT.

S: Sell Goods.

Medium warehouse store.

Goodwill.

T: Port of Duluth (new company).

Large port facility, mixed freight (custom model).

Port of Duluth. This part of the port moves general freight, as opposed to

grain, ore, coal, and the like. This includes oversize and special cargo,

typically wind turbine parts. I’m not sure if this terminal includes a rest

area, but I included one for good measure.

U: Lumber company (new company).

Sawmill (new preset).

Duluth Timber Company.

V: Potential garage.

Steve Foster Trucking.

W: Plaster and Sons.

Construction project (either mid or late stage, possibly a new preset).

Maurices Corporate Headquarters project. The maurices Building is 12

stories tall, and was built from mid-2014 to early 2016. Depending upon

the game’s time setting it could be represented in-game as a building well

into construction with steel being erected or as a nearly finished project.

A new preset with a more compact delivery/loading area that extends into
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the street may be in order, and would be welcome in the numerous large

cities of the eastern US.

X: Bitumen.

General work site (new preset, not on road).

Sky Harbor Airport runway reconstruction.

Y: Eddy’s/Tidbit.

Medium supermarket (new preset).

Super One.

Z: Plaster and Sons.

Construction project (either in the foundation or structure stages, no new

preset necessary).

Endi Apartments project.

AA: Bitumen.

Large road work site.

4th Street Reconstruction. This renovation was completed in 2017, and

unlike the MN 210 reconstruction, this project was more oriented towards

widening the road for bike lanes and repairing winter damage. Despite

what is shown on the map, the 4th Street project was procedural, only

parts of the road closed at a time. I think many of my fellow

north-midwesterners will agree that Bitumen sites should be very

common in this part of the ATS map.

AB: Eddy’s/Tidbit.

Medium supermarket.

Super One.

AC: Aircraft company (new company).

Small fabrication building (new preset).

Cirrus Aircraft, a manufacturer of small private planes.

AD: Menards parody.

Large warehouse store.

Menards.

AE: Voltison Motors.
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Car dealership (an auto parts store could be substituted).

Kolar Auto World.

AF: Walbert.

Large warehouse store.

Walmart.

AG: Voltison Motors.

Car dealership.

Krenzen Automall.

AH: Eddy’s/Tidbit.

Large supermarket.

Super One.

AI: Charged.

Large warehouse store (new preset).

Target. In real life a Best Buy, which Charged parodies, is next door, but I

went with Charged here since a Sell Goods is already nearby.

Alternatively, a Target parody could be created.

AJ: Sell Goods.

Large warehouse store.

Shopko.

AK: Bitumen

Large depot.

Minnesota Department of Transportation.

AL: Eddy’s/Tidbit.

Large supermarket.

Super One.

AM: Plaster and Sons.

Construction project (either preset).

Bluestone Apartments Complex project.

AN: Eddy’s/Tidbit.

Small supermarket.
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